
MATH 251 LIE GROUPSEXPONENTIAL MAPS AND C1 MANIFOLDSThe following remarks and exerises are meant to review some fats about C1 mani-folds and about exponential maps. They are partiularly reommended to those who wouldlike to get a better feel about how to work with manifolds. If you are a little stuk, pleaseask.1. The following exerise is supposed to give you an idea how to produe matrix C1funtions via power series. Let f(z) =P anzn be a power series whih onverges forjzj < R, and let jf j(z) = P janjzn (whih also onverges for jzj < R). Moreover, letX = (xij) be an n � n matrix, and let Eij be the matrix unit, i.e. a matrix all ofwhose entries are zero exept in the i-th row and j-th olumn, where it is 1.(a) Calulate for �xed i; j; r; s the partial derivatives ��xijXm and �2�xij�xrsXm:(b) Show that k �r�xi1j1�xi2j2 ::: �xirjr Xmk � m(m� 1):::(m� r + 1)kXkm�r.() Show that �r�xi1j1�xi2j2 ::: �xirjr f(X) =P1m=r �r�xi1j1�xi2j2 ::: �xirjr Xm,where the right hand side onverges absolutely for kXk < R.2. (a) Let X = �x yz �x �, and let � = px2 + yz = p� det(X). Show that exp(X) =osh(�)I+��1 sinh(�)X; rewrite this in terms of real funtions if x2+yz < 0. Observethat this gives a desription of a neighborhood of 1 in SL(2;R) in terms of theoordinates (x; y; z). (Why is there no problem for px2 + yz at x2 + yz = 0 as far asdi�erentiablilty goes?)(b) Show that the matrix = ��1 10 �1 � is in SL(2;R), but not in the image of its Liealgebra under the exponential map.() Show that for every invertible matrixA there exists a matrixX suh that exp(X) =A. Why does this not ontradit (b)?(d) Show that whenever kXk < ln 2, then exp(X) is in the domain of the matrixlogarithm, i.e. k expX � Ik < 1.3. Here are some indiations how to expliitly hek the C1 struture of SL(2;R). Itfollows from Problem 1 that we have the map(x; y; z) 7! expX = (aij(x; y; z))1�i;j�2;where the aij are C1 funtions, and the map is invertible if we restrit exp to asuÆiently small neighborhood of 0 (see Problem 2(d)).(a) Show that the matrix oeÆients of (x; y; z) 7! exp(X)�1 are C1 maps.(b) Show that the matrix oeÆients of� : (x1; y1; z1; x2; y2; z2) 7! exp(X1) exp(X2)



are C1 maps.() Show that for X1; X2 in suÆiently small neighborhoods U1; U2 of 0 in the Liealgebra of SL2 the map log Æ� is a C1 map (this is a speial ase of what is mentionedin Problem 4).(d) Explain what remains to be done to prove that SL(2;R) is a Lie group.4. By de�nition, a map f from an open set V � Rm to a d-dimensional Lie group (orany C1-manifold) is a C1 map if the maps �� Æ f : V ! Rd are C1 maps for alloordinate maps �� : U� ! Rd. If G is a matrix Lie group, one an show that thisis equivalent to the fat that all matrix oeÆients of f are C1 funtions. Chekthis for the example of G = SL(2;R), where you an assume that the image of f isontained in the domain of log, i.e. in the set fA; kA� Ik < 1g.5. Let H � G be matrix Lie groups. Show that the Lie algebra h of H is a sub Liealgebra of the Lie algebra g of G, i.e. it is a linear subspae h � g suh that [X; y℄ 2 hif X;Y 2 h6. Remarks. For pratial alulations one usually does not use the exponential mapsfor harts. Many examples are given via algebrai equations (suh as determinant =1, or ATA = I (orthogonality), U�U = I(unitarity) et). The existene of harts thenfollows from the impliit funtion theorem (or, in simpler ases, by just solving forsuÆiently many matrix entries using the de�ning equations).Answer: 1(a) Pmp=1Xp�1EijXm�p and the sum of all possible expressions obtainedby replaing two of the fators in Xm by Eij and Ers (hek there are m(m � 1) suhexpressions).


